CloudNine Concordance®

Import, review and produce eDiscovery documents in-house at an
attractive annual predictable cost. Add additional users as needed for collaboration and faster review. And, this
can all be deployed on a small, manageable computing footprint.

Used by more than 70,000 litigation
professionals, CloudNine Concordance is an
eﬀective, cost-eﬃcient way to manage and
review the high volume of documents
generated during discovery.
• Robust Searching:
Search text and metadata to ﬁnd potentially relevant documents fast.
• Review Workﬂow Management:
Easily categorize and manage documents with user created tags and tag folders.
• Meet Production Obligations:
Create image and/or native ﬁle productions with corresponding industry-standard load ﬁles.
• Support Downstream Needs:
View, annotate and redact images and near-natives for production, or print for depositions and expert witnesses.
• Multi-User Support:
Support multiple reviewers over LAN or WAN and schedule routine jobs using Administration Console.
• Maximize Capacity:
Build databases without predeﬁned limits and work across multiple databases at one time.
• Access it Anywhere:
Use mobile license for case portability.
877.595.6464 | cloudnine.com

What’s New in
CloudNine Concordance
• Enhanced production options:
• Generate an attachment range
for production images.
• Create placeholder images for
unsupported ﬁle types or
missing images.
• Improve separator sheets.
• Search for documents
with redactions.
• Strengthen communication
security.

Beneﬁts of CloudNine Concordance
• Foreign character language
• Improved eﬃciency for
support, including both
evaluating document
Unicode™ and European
responsiveness, ensuring fewer
languages.
mistakes and more accurate
and defensible results.
• Direct interfaces with
external applications such
• Flexible reporting to
as Clustify and CaseMap®.
produce formatted,
customized reports for fact
review and trial preparation.
Concordance has made a major diﬀerence in how we
review documents. We use Concordance daily because of
the simplicity and ease of use.

CloudNine Concordance
Case Study
Issue - Client needed a scalable
eDiscovery management and review
platform for a small non-technical
legal support team.
Solution - CloudNine Concordance
was implemented to make eDiscovery
workﬂows easier and more eﬃcient.
Results - CloudNine Concordance let
the two-person team manage more

CloudNine Concordance Streamlined eDiscovery
Import, search and organize email and other electronic documents
quickly and accurately:
• Send scanned paper documents and electronically processed ﬁles directly
from CloudNine LAW™ software to Concordance discovery management
software for more detailed review.
• Email and document wizards make it simple to import e-documents—and keep
the original formatting, metadata and hyperlinks to native documents, as well
as parent-child relationships between email and their attachments.
• Accelerate review speeds using built in features to ﬁnd or tag related parent
and attachment documents.
• Easily change the ﬁelds and the order in which they appear in Edit and Table
Views for a personalized workspace.

databases with greater control in six

Recommended Technical Speciﬁcations

months than in all the previous year.

Concordance Desktop Server Hardware Recommendations:

About CloudNine
Every day, CloudNine Software helps
our 1,000+ clients answer their most
pressing discovery questions.
Established in 2002, CloudNine has
oﬃces in Houston, Raleigh and
Dayton with remote employees
throughout the USA.

• Dual 3GHz Xeon® or Pentium HT (hyper-threaded) processors or higher.
• 8 – 16GB RAM.
• 40GB of disk space or higher.

Concordance Desktop Server Software and
System Recommendations:
• Microsoft® Windows 7 (64 Bit) or Microsoft® Windows Server 2008 R2.
• Microsoft® Outlook 98 or Higher (32 bit).
• High-speed Internet connection.
• The .NET Framework 4 or higher.
• Two open ports for inbound/outbound traﬃc.
• Two open ports in the ﬁrewall are also needed for inbound
and outbound traﬃc.

CloudNine Diﬀerentiators
Phone: 877.595.6464
Email: sales@cloudnine.com
Web: cloudnine.com

FLEXIBILITY

ADAPTABILITY

COMMUNITY

TECHNOLOGY

On-premise,
mobile, cloud or
hybrid deployment.

End-to-end or
complementary
applications.

Hundreds of experts
around the world
ready to help.

Easy to deploy,
manage and use.

